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Summer 2008 sees the relaunch of
the Brick Bulletin as a freestanding
quarterly publication, with a new
editorial emphasis on inspirational
projects from around the world, past
and present, that form part of the
continuous tradition of brick
construction. The priority will be to
demonstrate creativity, diversity and
flexibility in the use of clay bricks and
pavers, while underlining key issues
of sustainability and lifespan. We
would very much like to hear your
views on the new publication, and
would be pleased to receive any
material for potential publication.
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recognised pricing books and data from
live projects. It produced a number of key
findings: first, the less expensive cladding
options in the study fell within the range of
available facing bricks; second, the external
skin cost based on a brick price of £200 per
1000 units is similar to the cost of a painted, plain rendered block wall. Last but not
least, the less expensive sheeting options
are likely to have a lower life expectancy
than facing brick (details: www.brick.org.uk).

Website showcases best of brick
The Brick Development Association has
launched a new website aimed at helping
building professionals and the public get
the best out of brick. Packed with information, from inspiring brick projects from
around the world to technical downloads,
the Think Brick website is intended to be
easy to access and navigate. Included are
news, research, design, technical developments, FAQs, links to brick manufacturers
and industry bodies and a gallery of brick
projects and applications. Visitors can also
access technical publications covering
issues such as brick and mortar, design and
detailing, maintenance and repair, structural brickwork, and back issues of the
Brick Bulletin (details: www.brick.org.uk).

Top marks for brick in BRE guide

Levitt Bernstein in Liverpool

German offices go Dutch
Rotterdam-based practice Döll, together with
German architect Coido, has recently completed this 4500 square metre office building
in the St Pauli district of Hamburg. Won in
competition in 2002, Holland Haus is located close to the River Elbe and forms part of
the redevelopment of the former Bavaria
brewery site. The nine-storey scheme comprises three distinct elements: a plinth, a
high-rise block, and a set-back roof structure.
The volumes are united by a homogeneous
brick skin articulated by full-height windows
arranged in an off-set pattern. Planned
around a 1.35 metre grid, the facades are
designed to provide maximum flexibility for
the internal layouts. The use of brick not
only acknowledges the local context, but
also emphasises the massiveness of the
building volume. The entrance and roof terraces are created by cuts or incisions in the
envelope, thereby reinforcing the building’s
sculptural qualities. At the places where the
cuts occur, the facades are
dematerialised by the use of curtain walling.
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As a result the masonry elements appear to
defy gravity. The bricks themselves are
machine-made with a reflective porcelainlike finish. This changes the surface appearance from dark grey to a silver/white colour
in direct sunlight (photos: Olivier Heissner).

Liverpool’s grade 2 listed Victoria Building
is being converted into the Victoria Gallery
and Museum by London-based practice
Levitt Bernstein. Completed in 1892, the
building was designed for the University
of Liverpool by Alfred Waterhouse. It is
credited as the origin of the term ‘red
brick university’ – used to describe the
group of universities founded in Britain’s
industrial cities during the Victorian
period. Set to re-open to the public in July,
the £7.5m scheme includes a range of
exhibition spaces, a base for the Widening
Participation Team and a venue for
corporate events and public lectures.
New architectural interventions include
a passenger lift housed within the iconic
clock tower, a remodelled entrance on
the east side of the building, and a service
lift on the rear elevation. The building
will house most of the university’s art
collection including work by Lucian Freud,
JMW Turner, Augustus John and Jacob
Epstein, along with various scientific
objects from its ‘heritage collection’.

Brick has attained the highest possible
score (A+) in the BRE’s latest Green Guide
to Specification. According to the BDA,
the embodied carbon emissions of one
square metre of clay brickwork equates to
approximately 28kg per annum. To put
this into context, the energy used to
produce and deliver the brickwork for an
average semi-detached home is less than
two per cent of what would be spent on
heating the home over a lifespan of 150
years. However, brick can last much longer.
A recent survey of 900 homes found that
brick structures can have a lifespan of
500 years or more. In contrast to other
materials, wind, rain, and snow will not
damage brick – merely mellow it. Last but
not least, when the time comes to remove
brickwork, it can be recycled, with old
lime mortar bricks cleaned and used
again (details: www.thegreenguide.org.uk).

Dixon Jones’ Chelsea Apartments
Dixon Jones has designed a £12m residential development for the Manhattan Loft
Corporation and the Trevor Osborne
Property Group in London’s Chelsea.
Located next to the Kensington and
Chelsea College of Art, the 3,100 square

metre Chelsea Apartments comprise 37
units, 12 of which will be for shared ownership. The design features a striking curved
facade that acts as a hinge between
Hortensia Road and Fulham Road. The
upper storeys are stepped back to form
a series of roof terraces, reducing the
apparent scale of the building. Red brick

combined with stone dressings is used for
the external facades, in keeping with the
local context. The project forms the first
phase of a masterplan for the area which
includes an educational facility and the
restoration of several Victorian buildings.
Construction is due to begin on site this
summer with completion in summer 2010.

The deadline for entries to the Brick
Awards 2008 is 27 June. This year’s
judging categories include housing, commercial buildings, landscape, sustainability,
craftsmanship and innovation. There is
also an award for the best overall project
selected from the 12 category winners.
The awards will be announced on 5
November at the Marriot Grosvenor
Square Hotel in London. For tables and
tickets contact Katie Chinnock on 020
7560 4272 or email kchinnock@cmpi.biz
(details: www.brick.org.uk).

Arkitema’s Egernsund Tegl HQ

Brick tops RICS price probe
A report published by the RICS Building
Cost Information Service (BCIS)has found
that brickwork costs less than just about
any other competing cladding material.
The Cost of Comparative Cladding
Materials was commissioned by the Brick
Development Association in response to
the perception that brick is an expensive
facing material. The study compares the
cost of cladding a four-storey apartment
block in brick (based on standard insulated cavity wall construction with an inner
blockwork skin) with a range of other
materials and systems, using costs from

June 27 deadline for Brick Awards

Brick or glass for Tate Modern?
The exterior of Herzog & de Meuron’s
£215m Tate Modern extension may feature
layers of sloping brickwork rather than
glass. This is said to be one of the modifications currently under discussion as part of
the detailed design processs. Due to complete in 2011, the extension will provide
over 23,000 square metres of accommodation spread accross 11 floors (image:
Herzog & de Meuron/Hayes Davidson)

Danish architectural practice Arkitema has
won an open competition to design a new
headquarters for Egernsund Tegl, a sales
organisation representing several Danish
brick manufacturers. The project will be
located on the east coast of Jutland,
adjacent to the main north-south highway.
The brief was for a contemporary open
plan building that would not only be
buildable and practical, but also showcase
the potential of brick. According to project
architect Anna Sorenson, Arkitema won
the competition because it found the right
balance between the aspirations of the
client and the practicalities of using brick to
meet today’s performance requirements.
The design resembles a giant brick
placed in the landscape. One end of the
building is partially buried into the site
evoking the origin of brick. The other end
curves gently upwards signifying the way
clay becomes rigid and strong through the
brick-making process. A reflecting pool
completes the triumvirate of earth, fire and

water – the three principal elements of
brick manufacture.
Brick is used internally to form the
central core. This acts as a thermal store,
retaining heat from a huge fireplace in
winter time and drawing heat from the
building and releasing it externally during
the summer months. Externally, the brick

facades are suspended from a steel substructure. Sorenson says this retains the
image of a brick house while allowing
the creation of large open plan spaces
inside. It also provides greater flexibility
for insulating the building. Brick is
therefore used as a climate shield rather
than a structural material.
BB SUMMER 08 • 5
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Berlin transformation
Kahlfeldt Architekten has reconfigured
the disused Zehlendorf transformer station, which once supplied electricity for
Berlin’s tram system, into a pair of family homes. Built by Hans Heinrich Müller
in 1928-29, chief architect of Bewag,
Berlin’s electricity company, the brick
structure with its strident corbelled bays
is reminiscent of the expressionism of
Fritz Höger. The client wanted both
houses to have an upper and lower floor,
and the tripartite facade composition
dictated that, in the interests of equivalence, one home would have a larger
upper floor and the other a larger
ground floor. Kahlfeldt Architekten was
established in 1987; a former partner in
JP Kleihues’ office, Paul Kahlfeldt
teaches at the technical university in
Dortmund; his partner Petra Kahlfeldt is
a professor at Hamburg university.
Credits Architect: Kahlfeldt Architekten; project leader:
Julia Hilgenberg; structural engineer: Jockwer & Partners;
client: Angelika and Stefan Kahlfeldt; photos: Stefan Müller.

Allford Hall Monaghan Morris in Southwark
Bright colours are offset against
walls of dark semi-glazed bricks
in the new Southwark Children’s
Development Centre.
Sunshine House, a new children's and
young people's development centre in
south London, provides an integrated service from a number of agencies for children
with special needs. All public access is at the
ground and first floor levels. The massing of
the £8m building relates to adjacent buildings in the street and its tough brick skin is
intended to echo the grain of the area. In
contrast all window frames, solid panels and
reveals are brightly coloured. The brickwork facades at Sunshine House comprise
240x40x90mm black satin semi-glazed facing bricks with a silo-based pre-mixed black
mortar with a recessed joint.
Credits Architect: AHMM; client: Building Better
Health; photos: Tim Soar (top left and right), AHMM.
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Pitch perfect:
Hansjörg Göritz
in Vaduz

The parliament
building in the
Liechtenstein
capital is a tour
de force of brick
construction.

For the first time in its 150-year history, the
Principality of Liechtenstein has a dedicated parliament building. Built following an
international competition won in 1999 by
Hannover-based architect Hansjörg Göritz,
the scheme comprises a High House with
the plenary chamber for the parliament
and a Long House with administrative
premises for the secretariat and party meeting rooms. The steep roof of the High
House resembles a church steeple and
establishes a visual link to the nearby Vaduz
Cathedral. Members of parliament now
hold public meetings beneath the steep
roof. A generous forecourt fronts the office
premises that are built against the adjoining
hillside. The High House and the Long
House, along with the forecourt and the
hillside structures, are made up of approximately 1 million bricks kilned especially by
a Swiss brickworks. The new parliament
building is the result of a relatively long
planning and realisation phase: from the
granting of funds by parliament in 1998 to
the opening of the building on 15 February
2008, an entire decade has passed.
Credits Architect: Hansjörg Göritz Architekturstudio;
local architect: Frick Architekten; design team: Hansjörg
Göritz, Anne-Claire von Braunmühl , Stefan Höpfinger,
Mario Bearth, Marc Berliat, Fritz Eggenberger;
structure:Vogt Ingenieurbüro, Hoch & Gassner,
Conzett Bronzini Gartmann; project control: Bau-Data;
acoustics: Joël Godel Acustica, Baumann Akustik und
Bauphysik; environmental controls: Andreas Vogt;
sanitary systems, electricity: ITW Ingenierunternehmung; lighting: Licht Kunst Licht; artists: Sabine
Laidig, Martin Frommelt; photos: Jürg Zürcher.
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Painting brickwork:
Tony Fretton in
Denmark and Brixton

Over-painting new brickwork,
while an unorthodox practice,
lends a particular unifying
character to two recent projects
by Tony Fretton Architects.
The Fuglsang Art Museum forms an addition to an existing estate of barns, small
houses and a red brick manor house near to
the sea at Lolland in the south of Denmark.
The new building extends into the fields
while having an axial but offset relation to
the manor house and its formal surroundings. Connection between the two buildings
is further established by the way that the
museum is first presented to visitors as a
brick facade, the same length as the manor
house, with three diagonal roof lights above
that relate to its three gables.
Like the buildings around the courtyard,
and many classic works of Danish modernism, the facades of the museum are constructed from brick. As in the barn on the
west side of the court, they are painted white,
using Keim Royalan mineral paint, and the
roof lights are in a grey brick the colour of
the roofs of the buildings around it.
Vassall Road housing and healthcare
centre (right), now nearing completion in
Brixton, London, provides a doctor’s surgery plus two 2-bedroom flats and seven 2bedroom maisonettes above. Servite
Housing Association and developer
Baylight Properties regard the carefully
crafted building as an exemplar. The building is similar in height to the adjacent
estate, with the scale and form of the windows deriving from the villas and terraced
houses in the area. The brick facades have
been lightly over-painted with Keim mineral
paint to simulate the aged quality of the
brickwork in the surrounding villas. The
rear elevation steps back at first floor level
and the adjacent ground between the
scheme and Healy House is laid out as a
wide planted pavement, helping to minimise the sense of enclosure caused by the
existing flats in Healy House and to provide
a good outlook.

Chinese whispers

Two new holiday homes in the
Nanjing countryside exploit local
bricks rather than the prevalent
universal building systems.
Credits Architect: Zhang Lei, Atelier ZhangLei;
collaborator, structural engineer: Gaochun Architecture
Design Institute; construction manager: Zhao Xiaobao;
photography: Iwan Baan.

Designed by Atelier Zhang Lei, the Wang
and Ye Houses are conceived as an evolution
of the prototypical Chinese courtyard house.
Red bricks, produced in the neighbouring
fields, provide the main constructional
material in the region, and their use here
meant that local construction workers were
familiar with the craft. The geometric pattern of the brick facades reflects the opening logic of elevation. Since all materials and
workers are from and close to the site, low
budget is the result of this regional solution.
The client, a well-known poet, collaborated
with the architect on all aspects of the design
process. The two houses, which measure 850
and 680 square metres respectively, cost just
80 euros per square metre.

Credits Architect:Tony Fretton Architects; Fuglsang
design team:Tony Fretton, Jim McKinney, Donald
Matheson, Guy Derwent, Annika Rabi, SandyRendel,
Matt Barton, Nina Lundvall, Simon Jones, Gus Brown.
Project Architect: Donald MathesonCompetition team:
Tony Fretton, Jim McKinney, David Owen, Matt Barton,
Michael Lee, Nina Lundvall, Simon Jones, Martin
Nassen; executive Architect: BBP Arkitekter; structural
engineer, quantity surveyor: Birch & Krogboe; project
manager: Bascon; contractor: CC Brun Enetrprise; landscape: Schønherr Landskab; photos: Hélène Binet
(Fuglsang), David Grandorge (Vassall Road models).
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Facing Gerard Maccreanor (left) and
Richard Lavington (right), photographed
by Morgan O’Donovan.
Right Zaanstad housing (1996).
Photo: Anne Bousema.
Below The Lux, London (1997).
Photo: Hélène Binet.

PROFILEo
Graham Bizley meets Anglo-Dutch practice
Maccreanor Lavington, whose careful,
crafted housing projects will represent the
UK at this year’s Venice Biennale.
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Maccreanor Lavington’s London office is bursting at
the seams, every surface covered with models, drawings
and presentation boards. When I arrive the partners are
discussing which projects to present at this autumn’s
Venice Biennale where the practice has been chosen to
represent the UK along with four other London-based
architects. There is no shortage of material. Through a
string of regeneration projects in the Netherlands and
the UK, Maccreanor Lavington has built up a reputation as one of the few British offices to be taken seriously in the field of urban design.
Richard Lavington and Gerard Maccreanor set up
their office in 1992, in the middle of the last recession.
Instead of heading off to Berlin or Hong Kong where
others went to find work they dug in, making a living
teaching and entering competitions. They found
success quickly, winning the Europan 2 competition for

156 houses and apartments on a site on Zaan Island, 11
kilometres north of Amsterdam. The Zaanstad housing
remains the only Europan-winning project by a UK
architect to be built and the break it represented was
fantastic considering the negligible opportunities to
build quality housing in Britain at the time.
The houses at Zaanstad are arranged in terraces with
urbane, brick facades and a strong differentiation of
public and private spaces, characteristics that have
come to define Maccreanor Lavington’s work.
According to Maccreanor it was quite novel to use brick
in such a singular way in the Netherlands at the time,
despite the precedent of monolithic brick buildings
produced by the Amsterdam School with their patterned facades and plastic forms. Working in the
Netherlands made them question their role as foreign
architects. “The Dutch education system was then

teaching a Modernist history of housing,” explains
Lavington. “There is an ingrained idea of the optimum
dwelling and larger developments tended to be just a
combination of these ideal dwellings.” He cites Alvaro
Siza and Hans Kolhoff as architects whose work in the
Netherlands opened Dutch eyes to qualities in their
own historic cities and re-asserted the philosophy of the
Amsterdam School, where the design of public spaces
was more important than that of individual dwellings.
“In Britain Zaanstad is thought of as a Dutch scheme
but the Dutch think it is very English,” Lavington
observes. It is a contradiction that has served them well,
particularly with the recent hunger for Dutch expertise
in UK regeneration projects like the Thames Gateway.
The exchange of experience and resources between the
practice’s Rotterdam and London offices (headed by
Maccreanor and Lavington respectively) allows a flexi-

bility and perspective most architects do not have.
The practice’s first significant built work in the UK
was the Lux, a mixed-use building containing a cinema,
offices and a bar on the site of a former timber yard in
the heterogeneous context of Hoxton Square, London.
The building was conceived as a piece of the city rather
than an expression of the specific programme within,
relying on an independent physical presence and associations with the surrounding buildings for its identity.
The influence of Dutch town houses is evident in the
facade, where the windows are so large as to make you
doubt the ability of the brickwork to support the building. In fact, the facade is constructed as a concrete
frame with bricks pre-cast into the beams and columns
but no attempt is made to express the concrete behind.
Deep blue engineering brick reveals suggest weight and
relate to nearby warehouses but the French windows
BB SUMMER 08 • 13

Left Public realm at Langerak in Utrecht, the
Netherlands, where Maccreanor Lavington
built 139 single-family houses (2001).
Photo: Anne Bousema.
Right Thirty-four townhouses at the
Accordia development in Cambridge (2007).
The larger image shows the rear of
Maccreanor Lavington’s townhouses
opposite houses by Feilden Clegg Bradley
Studios. Photos: David Grandorge.
Below left Ijburg Blok 4 – mixed use building on an newly-constructed artificial island
in the east of Amsterdam (2003). Photos:
Anne Bousema.
Below Hotel at St George’s Circus, south
London, currently under construction.

introduce an ambiguous domestic scale. The careful
control of presence, association and memory at the Lux
is typical of Maccreanor Lavington’s work, aspiring to
achieve longevity by making buildings that remain
appreciated and adaptable. In an essay entitled
Adaptability (A+T12, 1998) they proposed that ‘adaptable buildings achieve long life through a loose-fit ideal,
facades that have no symbolic indication of a particular
use but instead suggest activity.’ Their approach was
proved correct as within five years rents had risen so
much in Hoxton that the arts organisation for which
the building was designed had to move out.
Similarly, a hotel currently under construction at St
George’s Circus near Waterloo Station was initially
designed as an apartment building, but the flexibility
inherent in the punctured brick elevations meant
the change of programme could be accommodated
14 • BB SUMMER 08

without a major change in the concept of the building.
In the fifteen years since the Zaanstad competition
win Maccreanor Lavington has completed several thousand housing units in the Netherlands. The regeneration projects form a very coherent body of work continuing the exploration of public/private relationships,
form and place that characterise its early work. I ask
how they are able to achieve such a consistently high
quality of public realm. “There is a historic sense in the
Netherlands of acting for the common good, of trying
to do something collective,” says Lavington. “In the
housing scheme at Langerak 2 (2001) the entrance
yards between the buildings were conceived as communal so the residents can decide how they are used.” In
the developer-led UK market the level of debate is rising but there is a fear of interfering with the market. “At
Langerak there was a desire from the client for positive

experimentation, to learn from the project. In the UK
it is easy to experiment with what it looks like but not
with the social structure,” adds Maccreanor.
The flat regeneration areas of the Netherlands
require a subtle and sophisticated reading, both of the
given topography and the often un-built surrounding
developments. “We have to collect the context of a
place,” explains Maccreanor. The buildings have bold
forms and a strong material presence with familiar
materials used in straightforward ways. Brick is used in
a relaxed manner, without morality, but with a monolithic presence that is urbane and powerful.
An extreme example is IJburg Blok 4, a development
of 63 live/work units on the IJsselmeer to the east of
Amsterdam. The building achieves a brooding power
by the apparent mass of its dark blue brick alone.
Its scale, materiality and form conjure a sense of

warehousing and shipping without pretending that
those activities ever took place there.
At Accordia, a development Maccreanor Lavington
worked on with Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios and
Alison Brookes Architects, there was a strong context of
mature trees in an affluent part of Cambridge. In the
terrace of 34 houses designed by the practice, bay windows and balconies are used to create variety on the
main elevation. The generous five-bedroom family
properties are densely arranged with a mews to the rear
but each has three different private outdoor spaces and
the terrace is set in a shared park-like setting, making a
rich living environment.
The photos they show me of the housing projects
have been taken several years after completion. People
take the foreground and plants have begun to overrun
the terraces, the buildings themselves reduced to a

backdrop for the life that has obviously taken hold. The
emphasis on inhabitation rather than the buildings
themselves reflects Maccreanor Lavington’s urban
design-led analysis. “We think about potential interactions on the stairs, how you enter or leave the building,
the relationships between public and private spaces,”
explains Maccreanor. There is a modesty about the
image of their buildings and the careful consideration
of the users that makes their work endearing.
Rising standards of energy efficiency and the
demands for more sustainable homes are not outwardly expressed in their buildings although it is a subject
they are eager to discuss. “There is a tendency in the UK
to make things over-technical, over-specialised,” says
Maccreanor. He points to the need for district heating
systems or whole-house mechanical ventilation systems
to be carefully designed with sufficient controls to work
BB SUMMER 08 • 15

much bigger than the villa it has a simple, languid form
that expresses its size without being intimidating or
dominating the older structure.
Although the theme of brick runs through much of
Maccreanor Lavington’s work, the architects are very
particular about which material is used for each project.
At the same time as the Lux the practice was
working on a site in Old Nichol Street in nearby Bethnal
Green. The building contains four apartments and a
live/work unit but here the massive brick frame of the
Lux has been replaced with louvred glass, leaving the
timber-framed windows floating and suggesting
the memory of a warehouse that may have once stood
on the site.
Another increasingly important theme is decoration.
For the above-ground metro station Kraaiennest in
Amsterdam, it is being used as a tool to resist vandalism.
A pattern taken from a wrought iron gate in
Amsterdam is being laser-cut into four metre high stainless steel plates that wrap around the station entrance.
“Both sunlight and artificial light exploit the patterned
panels creating an ephemeral environment, both inside
and outside, transforming a building with a highly technical programme into a lantern-like object that adds

Above Sixty houses and sixty-eight apartments
at Katendrecht in Rotterdam, the Netherlands
(2001). Photos: Anne Bousema.
Above right The Emmanuel church,
community centre, sports hall and social
housing in Salford, designed in collaboration with
Sarah Hare Architects and currently
on site; sample of the plinth brickwork.
Facing, top Old Nichol Street, east
London (2006). Photo: Hélène Binet.
Right Design for 88 dwellings at GrunobuurtNoord in Groningen, the Netherlands.
Far right Design for Kraaiennest metro
station, Amsterdam. Image: Zes X Zes
Visuele Communicatie.
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efficiently. “These systems require a certain knowledge
and input of the user. If people don’t use them properly they’ll just get ripped out. Our approach is to focus
on quality.”
The practice currently has several public buildings
on site. In Salford the Emmanuel church and
community centre, designed with Sarah Hare
Architects, will provide a space for worship for 100 people, a sports hall, cafe and 20 apartments for a housing
association. “It’s a simple brick building that replaces a
row of shops, with a roof tile that matches the brick walls
and a plinth in a lighter brick that is also used on the
interior,” explains Lavington. “We want to reinforce the
idea of a public building having some value by trying to
express its civic nature, not its detailing.” In Belgium
they have designed a school in the grounds of a villa in
the town of Heverlee. Although the new building is

quality to the public realm,” says Maccreanor.
Decoration is also a theme the practice is exploring in
housing projects. A design for 88 dwellings at
Grunobuurt-Noord in Groningen, for example, features a net pattern of raised brickwork across the
facades inspired by the Sprinkenhof, a 1930s office
building in Hamburg. Maccreanor refers to Victorian
houses where tiles and mass-produced mouldings might
be used in the facade or around the entrance to make
a deliberate statement to visitors and passers-by. “We use
decoration in a way that is not about pattern, but about
promoting a relationship with the public realm. You
value buildings that have a sense of care in the way they
are constructed. Decoration indicates a sense of value.”
The scale of the projects in the office is ever-increasing and the 50-strong practice is now working on six
masterplanning schemes in the UK including

Bishopsgate Goodsyard, South Dagenham and
Thameside West in London and Whitefield Nelson, a
conservation area of intact Victorian workers’ housing
in Lancashire. In collaboration with KCAP, the practice

has been appointed for 2500 new homes in the first
phases of Barking Riverside, the largest site in the
Thames Gateway, and has also collaborated with Danish
public space experts Gehl Architects on several projects

including a masterplan in Stoke-on-Trent. Maccreanor
greatly approves of the skills these foreign designers
have brought: “In the UK planning has tended to be
done by planners using words. It was about dividing the
city up rather than about relationships. You need
designers involved in the public realm who understand
the relationships between landscape and buildings.”
The Venice Biennale exhibition, which opens on 14
September, will be a celebration of how far the level of
debate over housing and urban design in the UK has
risen in recent years. Maccreanor Lavington is following
in a true British tradition of learning from abroad while
retaining a stubbornly British attention to context and
local sensitivities.
Graham Bizley is a director of Prewett Bizley Architects, whose
Sheffield site scheme won this year’s Europan 9 competition.
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PRECEDENT Josef Plecnik in Ljubljana and Prague

Long regarded
with affection
in his native
Slovenia, Josef
Plecnik now
ranks among
the master
architects of
the twentieth
century.
Photos: Damjan
Prelovsek.
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University Library, Ljubljana
Built to house the university library and faculty of arts, and subsequently also
becoming the National Library, this scheme draws heavily on classical precedent,
partly in response to its prominent location in the city and its site, previously
occupied by a royal palace, and partly in acknowledgment of the developing
typology of library buildings. In its detailed design however, and not least the brick
and stone facades, the library building is a remarkable exemplar of Plecnik’s
characteristic idiosyncratic inventiveness.

Only in comparatively recent years has Josef Plecnik (18721957) been deemed worthy of mention in the history of
twentieth century architecture. His richly allusive work didn’t
fit easily into the simplistic view that saw universal whitewalled modernism flower from the anti-rationalist mix that
was the arts and crafts, art nouveau and expressionism, writes
Ian Latham. A student of Otto Wagner in Vienna, Ljubljanaborn Plecnik was responsible for an impressive range of projects, from urban plans to furniture; while most of his built
work was in the Slovenian capital, there are further examples
in Prague and Vienna. Just as Plecnik’s work drew on precedent, albeit reinterpreted in a contemporary manner, he
favoured traditional materials, but employed in inventive
forms and juxtapositions. Brick features strongly in much of
his work, especially the National and University Library in
Ljubljana and (overleaf) the Sacred Heart Church in Prague.
The University Library (1936-1945) replaced the distinctive early baroque Auersperg or Princes palace that had collapsed in Ljubljana’s 1895 earthquake, occupying the same
volume like a built memory. The design, which dates from
1930, comprises a perimeter block around a courtyard, itself
bisected by a long colonnade that takes the entrance staircase from ground level to the first floor reading room in the
opposite wing – Plecnik believed students should ‘rise slowly
BB SUMMER 08 • 19

Sacred Heart Church,
Prague
Also drawing on primary
classical sources, in this
instance the Greek
temple, Plecnik’s final
Prague project exudes
inventiveness. If the
exterior seems to
anticipate the richness of
postmodernism, the main
interior hall and the
vaulted crypt have a
sparse modernity that
has parallels in the work
of Gunnar Asplund and
Louis Kahn.

from the darkness of ignorance’. Four corner staircases provide internal connections. The plan derives from Friedrich
von Gärtner’s 1843 Munich Library, while the additive compositional quality of the monumental brick and stone elevations draws more on Renaissance precedents. The rusticated
base carries lighter stories above, comprising a brick ground
with incidents of rough and smooth stone; the attic storey
and heads and cills are in reconstituted stone. Ionic columns
with bronze scrolls mark the reading room windows.
The Sacred Heart Church (1919-1932) in the Prague suburb of Vinohrady was Plecnik’s last project in the city. He
had to be persuaded to participate in a competition for the
job in 1919, having earlier been told the commission was his.
Nonetheless he won with a proposal comprising a sanctuary
and separate bell tower, based on La Madelaine in Paris.
Several reconfigurations later, the bell tower had become
integrated into the body of the scheme, a 42 metre high symbol of the tabernacle. The evolution of the project – something of a struggle between the priest Aleksander Titl and
Plecnik, who was keen to embrace new thinking in church
design – culminated in his 1926 plan, incorporating a nave
with a double row of columns derived from Greek precedent, and decorative arches. Despite being granted permission to build, Plecnik then radically reworked the scheme
again, adding a crypt and proposing a single unified nave
without side aisles, but with pilasters, clerestorey windows
and a flat coffered ceiling. The main body of the building is
finished in a dark glazed brick with a lighter ashlar storey
above. The slender flanking pyramids replaced the classical
columns of an earlier version. Projecting glazed bricks give
the appearance of a cloak of ermine, apparently a response
to the royal stature of the church and its location.
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TECHNICALo

DETAIL

Code translated
The Code for Sustainable Homes
offers great potential for brick,
says the BDA’s Dr Ali Arasteh.

Open book
Korean brick curtain walling
by Architecture Research Unit.

Led by Florian Beigel with Philip Christou,
London’s Architecture Research Unit has
designed a pair of mixed-use buildings for the
Positive Thinking publishing company in Paju
Book City, South Korea. Close to ARU’s Youl
HWA Dang publishing house, completed in
2004, the scheme comprises an office, living
area and storage spaces split between two adjacent structures. The buildings are constructed
using reinforced concrete walls and floors with
steel and brick external curtain walls.
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The previous issue of Brick Bulletin included
a concise review of the Code for Sustainable
Homes. The government’s key agenda is to
minimize energy use in homes but the eight
other categories address a range of environmental issues, some of which present opportunities for using brick and brickwork.
A number of points should be considered
prior to a Code Assessment, for example:
• Some categories have been ‘double counted’ because of their level of environmental
impact. In Category 1 (energy and CO2),
the Heat Loss Parameter is used in SAP and
Building Fabric Assessment. In Category 6
(pollution), the reduction of NOx gases
from boilers is also included in SAP.
• Sub-categories in a category may have the
same number of points, but some are easier
to achieve than others. Category 1 has nine
sub-categories, and seven have 2.4 points
each (eg: energy efficient lighting, energy
labelled white goods, cycle storage and zero
and low carbon technologies). The latter is
clearly more difficult and costly to provide
than the previous three.
• Category 3 (materials) is particularly
important for the construction industry but
ranks only sixth in terms of allocated points.
The mandatory requirement is that at least
three of the five key elements in the Code
must score A+ to D – there are no points for
this. Additional points can be scored if the
BRE’s Mat 1 calculation tool is used. The
difference between five A+ rated and five
A-rated materials is only 1.5 points, and
external walls incorporating brickwork are
rated A+ in the BRE Green Guide.
Brick is often used to give buildings an
impression of solidity and timelessness, but in
many cases the nature of construction is not
expressed: in what appears to be monolithic
construction, bricks are used as an external
veneer with a single-brick thickness that is tied
invisibly to structural walls or frames made of
other materials. The curtain walls of the
Positive Thinking buildings are made of steel
frames with brick infills. They represent
more clearly what they do functionally. The
vertical modulation comes from the desire to
avoid brick ties. The steel and brick curtain
wall is a clear tectonic concept that is important for architectural quality and legibility.
The curtain walls form only the external
envelope of the buildings; they do not support the floors and the roofs. The steel

frames evidently carry the bricks, but they
appear too thin to support the floors. The
curtain walls are in essence not dissimilar to
conventional glass curtain walling in which
the glass is supported by steel frames.
The steel frames are in turn attached to
structural concrete walls behind.
The vertical and horizontal steels are
given their own compositional order, independent of the window arrangements. The
horizontal lines divide the elevations into sets
of facades: two double-storey facades on top
of each other, or a single-storey facade on top
of a three-storey facade and so on. This is the
classic compositional idea of houses on top
of houses. Importantly, in terms of the overall visual effect, the vertical steel lines never
coincide with the vertical lines of windows.

Above Photo: Jonathan Lovekin.
Top left Photo: Philip Christou.
Details Section through brick curtain wall; external wall
axonometric: 1 200mm cast in-situ rc structural wall,
fairfaced inner surface, 2 70mm insulation, 3
190x90x57mm traditional Korean brick, 4 10mm mortar joint, flush with brick, 5 3mm thick folded steel plate
facia, powder coated finish, 6 220x9mm horizontal steel
flat, supporting bricks, powder coated finish, 7

90x90x10mm horizontal steel L section, attaching horizontal steel flat to structural concrete wall, 8 220x9mm
vertical steel flat, holding brick panels in place, powder
coated finish, 9 60x60x5mm vertical steel L section
attaching vertical steel flat to structural concrete wall,
10 40x40x5mm vertical steel L section stopping bricks
falling out of steel curtain structure, powder coated finish, 11 40x40x5mm horizontal steel L section stopping
brick panels falling out of steel curtain structure, powder coated finish, 12 vertical 40x9mm steel flat, stopping
bricks sliding back, 13 folded steel plate window reveal,
powder coated finish, 14 insect screen, on rollers built
into window reveal, 15 double glazing, 16 powder coated steel balustrade, 17 aluminum window frame, powder coated finish, 18 150x150x10mm steel L section at
corners of curtain facades,1
19 folded steel plates, attaching corner L section steel to rc wall.
Credits Architect: Architecture Research Unit; design
team: Florian Beigel, director; Ahn Jong Hwan, Nicholas
Lobo Brennan, Philip Christou, Stefano Ciurlo Walker,
Thomas Gantner, Kalle Soderman; Network in
Architecture, Seoul; design team: Choi Jong Hoon,
director;Yang Ki Wook, Ryu Sam Yeol, Kim Eun Ah;
structural engineer:TNI; main contractor: Dong
Nyok Construction.

Below A number of masonry solutions incorporating
brickwork comply with various Code levels.The chart
shows the result of work by the Modern Masonry
Alliance and the Concrete Centre.
Specification 1, 2 & 3 Common Details
Roof 0.11W/m2K, floor 0.18W/m2K, SEDBUK value
90%, east-west orientation, 100% energy efficient
lighting, 50mm cylinder insulation, zone control,
thermal bridging y-value of 0.04
Variations in Specification

Spec One
Walls 0.28W/m2K
Openings 1.5W/m2K
Air leakage 5m3/m2/h
Spec Two
Walls 0.2W/m2K
Openings 1.5W/m2K
Air leakage 5m3/m2/h

Spec Three
Walls 0.2W/m2K
Openings 1.5 W/m2K
Air leakage 5m3/m2/h
No secondary heating
MVHR

Spec Four
Walls 0.15w/m2K
Roof 0.1W/m2K
Floor 0.15W/m2K
Southern orientation
Two-thirds glazing on south facade
Openings 0.8W/m2K
Air leakage 0.8W/m2K
Air leakage 2m3/m2/h
No secondary heating
MVHR
Heat pump (no boiler)
100% energy efficient lighting

Points Impact
Category 1 – Energy and CO2 Emissions (total credits: 29, total points: 36.4)
Dwelling emission rate
18.8 Direct impact, major greenhouse gas
2.4 Thermal performance of building envelope –
Building fabric
surface area, insulation and air tightness
Internal lighting
2.4 Energy efficient lighting, reducing CO2 emissions
1.2 Minimise amount of energy used to dry clothes
Drying space
Energy labelled white goods 2.4 Encourage use of energy efficient goods and
minimise CO2 emissions
External lighting
2.4 Energy efficient lighting, reducing CO2 emissions
Zero/low-carbon technologies 2.4 Reduce carbon emissions, encourage renewables
Cycle storage
2.4 Promote bicycle use, demote car use
Home office
1.2 Reduce need to commute to work

Brick/brickwork opportunities
Thermal mass/passive solar design
Thermal mass/passive solar design

Brickwork extension
Brickwork extension

Category 2 – Water (total credits: 6, total points: 9)
Internal potable water Use
7.5 Reduce consumption of potable water
1.5 Encourage rainwater recycling, reduce mains
External potable water
water used for gardening
Category 3 – Materials (total credits: 24, total points: 7.2)
4.5 Encourage materials with low life cycle impact
Environmental impact
Basic building elements
1.8 Encourage specification of responsibly
sourced materials for the basic elements
Finishing elements
0.9 Encourage specification of responsibly
sourced materials for the finishing elements
Category 4 – Surface Water Runoff (total credits: 4, total points: 2.2)
Reduction of site runoff
1.1 Reduce risk of localised flooding
Flood risk
1.1 Safeguard against excessive flood damage

Brick walls A+ BRE Green Guide
Controlled process for material
extraction; use of coal mining waste

Clay pavers for SUDS
Permeable pavers, brick walling,
flood resistance and resilience

Note: compliance with the mandatory elements of this category does not score points.
Category 5 – Waste (total credits: 7, total points: 6.4)
Household waste/recycling
3.6 Outside/inside storage for waste management
1.8 Recognise positive impact of site waste
Construction site waste
management on efficient use of resources
Composting
0.9 Provision for composting household waste
Note: compliance with the mandatory elements of this category does not score points.
Category 6 – Pollution (total credits: 4, total points: 2.8)
GWP of insulants
0.7 Reduce global warming resulting from emission
agents, use and disposal of foamed materials
NOx emissions
2.1 Reduce emissions from boilers into atmosphere
Category 7 – Health & Well-being (total credits: 12, total points: 14)
3.5 Improve quality of life through daylighting and
Daylighting
reduce energy to light homes
Sound insulation
4.6 Reduce noise complaints
Private space
1.1 Improve quality of life
Lifetime homes

4.6

Accessible and ‘future adaptable’ constructions

Category 8 – Management (total credits: 9, total points: 10)
Home User Guide
3.3 Provide guidance for home users to understand
and operate their homes efficiently
Considerate constructors
2.2 Encourage environmentally/socially considerate
managed construction sites
Construction site impacts
2.2 Encourage site management to mitigate
environmental impacts
Security
2.2 Encourage design where people feel safe

Category 9 – Ecology (total credits: 9, total points: 12)
Ecological value of site
1.3 Develop land with limited value to wildlife
Ecological enhancement
1.3 Encourage ecological enhancement of a site
Protection of eco features
1.3 Protect features during clearing/construction
Change of eco value of site
5.3 Reward for improving/minimising reduction
Building footprint
2.6 Optimise land/material use

Waste can be used as hardcore

Thermal mass/passive solar design/
reduced insulation demand
Likewise, to reduce boiler demand

Better building orientation to
improve daylighting
Excellent sound insulation
Unique sense of privacy
and protection
Well suited to alterations

Excellent theft/arson security
and protection

Improved use of available
footprint – basement construction

Flat, mid-storey (50m2)

No renewables
Solar hot water (4m2)
Photovoltaics (1kW)
Solar hot water (4m2) and 1kW photovoltaics
Spec. Three only: Solar hot water (2m2) and heat pump
Spec. Four only: Solar hot water (4m2) and 1.6kW photovoltaics
End terrace house, 2-storey (61m2)
No renewables
Solar hot water (4m2)
Photovoltaics (1kW)
Solar hot water (4m2) and 1kW photovoltaics
Spec. Three only: heat pump, no renewables
Spec. Four only: Solar hot water (4m2) and 1.9kW photovoltaics
Mid terrace house, 2-storey (61m2)
No renewables
Solar hot water (4m2)
Photovoltaics (1kW)
Solar hot water (4m2) and 1kW photovoltaics
Spec. Three only: Solar hot water (2m2) and heat pump
Spec. Four only: Solar hot water (4m2) and 1.8kW photovoltaics
End terrace house, 3-storey (125m2)
No renewables
Solar hot water (4m2)
Photovoltaics (1kW)
Solar hot water (4m2) and 1kW photovoltaics
Spec. Three only: heat pump, no renewables
Spec. Four only: Solar hot water (4m2) and 3.1kW photovoltaics
Mid terrace house, 3-storey (125m2)
No renewables
Solar hot water (4m2)
Photovoltaics (1kW)
Solar hot water (4m2) and 1kW photovoltaics
Spec. Three only: Solar hot water (2m2) and heat pump
Spec. Four only: Solar hot water (4m2) and 3kW photovoltaics
Detached house, 2-storey (127m2)
No renewables
Solar hot water (4m2)
Photovoltaics (1kW)
Solar hot water (4m2) and 1kW photovoltaics
Spec. Three only: heat pump, no renewables
Spec. Four only: Solar hot water (4m2) and 1.6kW photovoltaics
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